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 ABSTRACT 
If the present world scenario in telecommunication systems is considered 
thousands of systems are getting moved into the cloud because of its wide 
features. This thesis explains the efficient ways to upgrade Docker 
containers in a way to support backward compatibility. It mainly concerns 
about the high-availability of systems in the cloud environment during 
upgrades. Smaller changes can be implemented automatically to some 
extent. The minor changes can be handled by Apache Avro where schema is 
defined in it. But at some point Avro also cannot handle the situation which 
becomes much more complex. In a real world example, we need to perform 
major changes on the top of an application. 

Here we are testing different upgrade strategies and comparing the code 
complexity, total time to upgrade, network usage of single upgrades strategy 
versus multiple upgrade strategy with and without use of Avro. When code 
complexity is compared the case without Avro performs well in single 
upgrade strategy with less time to upgrade all six instances but the network 
usage is more compared to multiple upgrades. So single upgrade strategy is 
better to maintain high availability in cloud by performing the upgrades in an 
efficient manner. 

Keywords: Distributed systems, Complexity measures, Frameworks
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1 INTRODUCTION 
This chapter describes how upgrades of virtual machines affect the backward 

compatibility in a cloud environment. Section1.1 deals with a brief introduction about 
Ericsson. Section1.2 deals with the need to perform upgrades while ensuring 
backward compatibility. Section1.3 deals with the significance of upgrades. 
Section1.4 deals with the background i.e. challenges and difficulties with upgrades. 
Section1.5 deals with the advantages of upgrades in cloud. Section1.6 deals with the 
problem statement and it is subdivided into research questions and the goals achieved. 

 

1.1 Brief Introduction About Ericsson 
Ericsson was founded by Lars Magnus Ericsson in 1876 which is headquartered in 
Stockholm, Sweden. It focuses mainly on the networking area in the telecom sector. It 
has around 39,000 patents worldwide and they are one among the world’s top 10 IT 
service providers. Ericsson is the world’s largest supplier of mobile networks and is 
chosen by half of the operators around the world. They are working with a passion in 
ICT (Information and communications technology) and they want the networking 
world to become more sustainable with everything connected. Now it has put focus on 
many research areas like Radio Access Technologies (LTE/5G), Networking 
technologies, Wireless access networks, cloud technologies, security, services, media 
and network features, sustainability, Management and operation of complex systems 
[1]. 

 

1.2 Need to Perform Upgrades in Ensuring compatibility 
The upgrading of cloud systems is done to improve their performance, fix bugs, 
deploy new software versions etc. Software needs to be updated, because new features 
will be getting added as well as there will be some errors due to some internal factors. 
During the upgrade of instances there will be a mix of software versions in the cloud 
i.e. the software packages are going to change with some added/ removed features in 
the guest operating system [2]. 
 
Some of the Ericsson services run inside VMs in a cloud and require the use of a 
database to store persistent data. If we want to add some features to these services, we 
must upgrade the software in the running instances. The new instances must be able to 
understand the old versions of the data in the database and also be able to write the 
data in the older format. This is required because in the cloud there can be other 
instance still running older software accessing data in the database. However, at some 
point of time the database is changed to the newer format. Both the software and 
database are affected during upgrade. 
 
In addition, similar problems occur when the programming interfaces used for 
communication between instances changes the data format. The complexity of doing 
an upgrade comes from the need to support different versions of data structures stored 
in the database and on those used by the internal interfaces between the instances. 

 

1.3 Significance of Upgrades 
Addition of new features or functionality to the system is known as upgrade. Whereas 
when an update is considered it is defined as installation of new versions but not the 
addition of new functionality. Main significance of upgrades is when new features are 
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added, the new software version which is upgraded should efficiently support different 
data formats and schemas in ensuring backward compatibility. Schema is the one 
which organizes the data and the relationships among different fields in the database. 
 
Upgrades are really sensible operations in a sense that if we take telecom systems 
there is a need for the systems to be highly-available. This requirement forces the 
systems to minimize the down time to less than 4-5 minutes per year. The services that 
are offered by these systems should be rarely interrupted because of availability 
requirement [2]. 
 
Taking rolling upgrades into consideration, some business systems like Ericsson are 
following these kind of upgrades which upgrade and reboot each node at a time in a 
way rolling in a circular manner. When rolling upgrades are performed the system 
consists of mixed versions where either the old version or new version may process 
the request based on the availability. Consistency should be maintained between 
different versions of the service and the persistent data as well [3]. 

 

1.4 BACKGROUND 
 
1.4.1 Challenges to perform the Upgrades in cloud 

The major challenge of maintaining availability in the cloud is the dynamicity of the 
environment while performing an upgrade. Dynamicity refers to the changes in 
cloud service. Due to the dynamicity feature, the cloud service scales based on the 
demand i.e. Upgrading an infrastructure, platform or application.  New services (e.g. 
virtual machines) can be added/ removed from the system when an upgrade is in 
processing state [2]. 
 
Due to some uncertain conditions i.e. data can be corrupted between mixed versions 
of software when there is communication among each other.  However, online 
upgrades are necessary for systems which provides services and applications on a 
larger scale [3]. 

 
1.4.2 Difficulties with Upgrades 

 
  Rolling Upgrades 

Taking an example of a Microsoft cloud service, which performs rolling 
upgrades in the cloud in a way that it partitions the cloud into various parts called 
domains. Rolling upgrades do upgrade only some parts of the cloud at different 
instants of time so that the services are not interrupted by making them available 
during upgrades too. Rolling upgrades shuts down and then restart the virtual 
machines in their respective domains. Rolling upgrades introduce minimal capacity 
loss which is an advantage but these are possible only for those changes that we 
implement to maintain backward compatibility. The reason is either of the versions 
i.e. old or new must be able to process the request so for this they must maintain 
compatibility between schema versions [4]. 

Upgrading business oriented systems like Ericsson has more complexities 
when considered on large scale because there will be thousands of systems running 
in a virtual environment. We need to consider many parameters like high-
availability, scalability in those type of systems. We need to focus also on 
minimizing the planned down time required to implement the changes in schema 
while upgrading. We have a problem that whenever we perform major changes on 
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the top of an application that may work with either of the data formats in providing 
backward compatibility. 

 

1.5 Advantages of upgrades in Cloud 
 

There are many advantages for operating in cloud which are as follows. 
Lower Cost: We can share the resources and infrastructure on the cloud because of 
its lower cost to maintain, operate the IT services and reduces administration costs. 
 
Scalability: We can pay and use for the number of instances we require and 
perform the upgrades on a larger scale i.e. on more number of nodes. 
 
Reliable: Cloud is a common platform on which a large pool of resources are 
available and whenever there are some faults in our server the remaining ones are 
available to initiate service as data replication is performed. 
 
Manageable: We will have a common web interface where all our services and 
applications running on cloud are managed through that. 
 
The main advantages of upgrades can be the newer versions coming up with new 
features to keep the customers interested by providing them updates on the 
application they use. The cloud services are provided with less service interruption 
which can be interesting from the business point of view so that there will be an 
increase in the number of providers as they are done without the need of human in 
large number. 
 
If we are able to solve the upgrade issues on a larger scale it could be quite 
interesting from scalability and compatibility point of view. i.e. We must upgrade 
easily though if the number of nodes is increased in a cluster and also must be 
compatible with all versions of schema. The databases have also been changing 
likely from MySQL to NoSQL as well as the schemas have also been changing 
rapidly, so if we maintain compatibility between both the database schema versions 
then we could have upgrades with minimal down time. 

1.6 Problem Statement 
 

Ericsson has started this project to overcome some difficulties on backward 
compatibility when updating virtual machines in a cloud environment.  We are 
planning to find out efficient ways to upgrade the virtual machines (VMs) in a 
cloud while supporting backward compatibility. Till now Ericsson has one spare 
VM that is started with the new software and switched in to take traffic; once 
everything works they remove one of the VMs that run old software and then start 
over again. 
 
Our task mainly is focused on what happens when backward compatible changes 
are done and similarly what happens when non-backward compatible changes are 
implemented between two versions of software. At present Ericsson is using single 
upgrade strategy but we need to focus on simultaneous upgrades, their complexity 
and compare them with the present strategy. In summary, we will test different 
upgrade strategies and compare the complexity of different upgrade strategies. 
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1.6.1    Research Questions 
The research work mainly focuses on efficient ways of updating the virtual 
machines in a cloud. Below are the research questions which are related to this 
research. 
 
1. How can multiple VMs be upgraded simultaneously without compromising the 
functionality of the cloud-based service, particularly in high-availability 
environments? 
 
2. What is the code complexity, the total time for upgrading all instances and the 
network usage affected by the different methods found in 1? 

 
1.6.1 Goals Achieved 
 

1. We have tested and compared different upgrade strategies with and without use 
of Avro, a data serialization system, on how non-backward compatible and 
backward compatible changes are done. 
 
2. Based on the considered upgrade strategies we have done an analysis by 
measuring the code complexity, total time for upgrading all six docker instances 
and the network usage affected by different strategies. 
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2 RELATED WORK 
 

Research on efficient ways to upgrade of virtual machines in cloud to support 
backward compatibility is quite interesting as thousands of systems are getting 
moved into the cloud because of its great facilities and features. Some research has 
already been done on this topic, and a few proof-of-concept implementations were 
developed to get the upgrade issues solved to some extent. Some of the research 
considered how to maintain the high availability of service in cloud without 
affecting the service delivery to the customer. 
 
In [2] the author mainly focused on the challenges of upgrades in cloud in high 
availability perspective. They have considered the potential incompatibilities that 
arise while performing upgrades. They have investigated the present cloud 
management standards and they came to know that they do not provide any 
information on upgrades. They have also done a research on cloud management 
tools like Puppet, Chef, Salt, Ansible etc that act as upgrade engines for the cloud. 
They have taken the IaaS cloud and developed an infrastructure resource model on 
that layer and performed some upgrade actions which resulted in showed impact on 
the other resources of the system. The sort of impact is the service outage which is 
caused because of the breakage of dependencies during the upgrade resulting in 
service downtime. At the infrastructure level they have introduced a list of upgrade 
actions for each of the resource types the author have considered. The resource 
types are physical resources, virtual resources, virtualization facilities. They have 
developed an infrastructure model with the dependencies like sponsor 
dependencies which include (container, controller, usage) and symmetric 
dependencies (connection, peer) taken into consideration and the limitations of the 
upgrade actions. The authors have been successful in developing a new model 
which is used for the managing the IaaS cloud systems during upgrades. 
 
In [3] authors have investigated  online upgrades that are currently used by many 
enterprise systems across various multiple domains. They have focused on what 
happens when there are mixed versions of software. These mixed versions 
introduce data loss as well as compatibility problems while performing upgrades. 
They have validated by examining different systems like social sites, banking, 
foreign exchange systems etc. They have presented an online tool for situations to 
help deciding whether to upgrade or not. By using this tool they have presented a 
mathematical model and calculated the risk of upgrade in terms of low or high so 
that we can make a decision on upgrades. There model was successful in 
comparing the expected impact of mixed versions of software. 
 
In [5] authors investigated on the online upgrades in enterprise systems. They have 
gone through the existing upgrade techniques and their benefits and defects as well. 
They have challenged and proposed a fault model that provides end-to-end 
upgrades along with dependability by eliminating single point of failure and 
adaptability which is the high availability irrespective of the upgrade technique. In 
this model they have evaluated four types of errors: simple configuration errors 
(e.g. typos), data-access errors, broken dependencies (e.g. library and port 
conflicts), semantic configuration errors (e.g. misunderstanding of parameters). 
Their modeled system called Imago separates the dependencies as well as avoids 
the creation of mixed versions in system states which are hard to test and validate, 
reduces the down time but it needs extra space for storage and hardware. They 
have built the system focusing on three goals mainly: isolation i.e. dependencies 
must be isolated while upgrading, atomicity i.e. the clients must access the full 
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functionality of systems which can be old/new when it is under upgrade, fidelity 
which means that the testing and production environment results must be the real 
and identical. 
 
In [4] the authors have explained how cloud computing has evolved in providing 
high availability services for many critical systems. They have collected some data 
of few cloud applications (Facebook, SQLite, Joomla, Media wiki, Google docs) 
and analyzed them at various levels (IaaS, SaaS, PaaS) over time. They have 
focused on challenges and opportunities for upgrades in cloud, unavailability 
during upgrades which is caused by the planned downtime as this downtime is due 
to broken dependencies. They have focused on how upgrades cause inconsistency 
due to the mixed versions. They have seen the next upgrade of communication 
protocols without disturbing the connections as their endpoints are changed during 
the upgrade. This is really challenged in scenarios where there is a need to perform 
more number of transactions (e.g. Voice over IP). They have an idea on explicit 
versioning of code and data where database schemas should specify the version 
numbers so that there will be a clear distinguish between old version and the new 
version. They have also suggested that there is a need to keep a benchmark for the 
dependability of software upgrade mechanisms. 
 
In [6] the authors have done a research on how the sporadic operations 
(installation, upgrade etc) affect the cloud. They have shown interest on recovery 
of failures during these upgrades. They have proposed eight recovery patterns. The 
recovery patterns are (1) Direct Redo (2) Direct Alternative (3) Rewind & Replay 
(4) Rewind & alternative (5) Reparation (6) Farther undo & redo (7) Compensated 
Undo & redo (8) Compensated undo & alternative.  They have experimented which 
pattern is possible and which is not in the context of cloud operations. They have 
demonstrated their work using the Asgard rolling upgrade on AWS EC2 cloud for 
which they have designed a prototype recovery service to meet the performance 
requirements Where Asgard is a standard tool for managing the cloud developed by 
Netflix. They have also proposed three performance metrics for evaluation i.e. 
Recovery cost, Recovery time, Recovery impact. They are successful in proposing 
a methodology for the recovery of sporadic operations (upgrade, installation etc) 
which are prone to failures in cloud. 
 
In [7] this research paper the authors investigated on the semantic versioning 
scheme which has as set of rules for major, minor and patch releases. Here 
backward compatibility is necessary for users to get upgraded if not they have to 
face some risks like incompatibilities while upgrading the dependencies. They have 
taken the analysis of library release history of apache maven which is a software 
management tool. They have focused on determining backward incompatible API 
changes, getting subsequent versions and update types and detecting the 
functionality. They provided some information on breaking and non-breaking 
changes and delay between them in a repository. They have focused on deprecation 
patterns and threats to validity. They have concluded their work as they have 
analyzed the library history of Maven Central, there is a need to increase the 
semantic versioning principles as they provide the users an interface to upgrade to 
a newer version when there is an expected amount of rework. 
 
In [8] this research paper the authors present a taxonomy of existing cloud recovery 
strategies and they have divided and analyzed them into four phases namely 
sporadic activities and normal activities in both runtime phase and design phase. 
Where the sporadic activities include upgrade, migration, deployment etc. and the 
normal activities include the internal processes and execution. They have done a 
research on how to improve the recovery of sporadic activities 
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Authors belonging to References [2]  [3] [4] [5] have done a good research about 
the mixed versions in database schemas and the how to reduce the downtime and 
maintain the high-availability during upgrades. 
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3 METHODOLOGY 

3.1 Overview of DOCKER 
Docker is the world’s leading software containerization platform. A piece of 
software is packed in a complete file system in Docker containers that contains all 
dependencies required to run the software: code, runtime, system tools, system 
libraries – which are installed on the server. This ensures that irrespective of the 
environment the software will always run identically. Features of Docker 
containers are as follows [9]: 
 
(1) Lightweight: These Docker containers are light weight and shares the same 
operating system kernel on a single machine and use memory (RAM) effectively 
which allows the application to start almost immediately. Image downloads are 
much more efficient because of minimum disk usage and these are structured from 
layered file systems. 
 
(2) Open: Docker containers are based on open standards, and can run on top of 
any operating systems such as on Linux and Windows. 
 
(3) Secure: An added layer of protection for the application is provided in each 
container to separate one among each other and the cloud infrastructure. 
 
Comparison of Containers and Virtual Machines: 
Containers and virtual machines have similar resource isolation and allocation 
benefits. Containers share the host system kernel with other containers, without the 
need of additional hardware (i.e., Hypervisor), everything is packed inside the 
container. Different architectural approach shown in Fig.3.1 allows containers to be 
more portable and efficient [9]. 

 

                     
 

                                    Fig 3.1 DOCKER Containers 
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                                        Fig 3.1.1 Virtual Machines 
 

Docker allows to dynamically prioritize an application over other applications 
based on demand—from adding new abilities to outperform and by scaling services 
easily[9]. 
 
Quickly Scale: Docker containers scale up and down in minimal time, making it 
easier to scale services to satisfy the demand of customers, and when there is 
decrease in demand the containers that are running are reduced[9]. 
 
Solve Issues Easily: Docker separates the problem container, by an easy 
identification, to quickly roll back to make the necessary changes, to fix the 
problem, and then push the updated container for providing service[9]. 

 

3.2 Overview of JSON format and AVRO schema 
3.2.1 JSON 

JSON: JSON in full is known as JavaScript Object Notation. It is a lightweight 
data-interchange format. It is easier for people as well as machines to understand. It 
is a text format which is totally independent of language but makes use of 
conventions that are known to many developers in various languages. These 
features make JSON an ideal data-interchange language [10]. 

 
JSON is built on two structures [10]: 
 “A collection of name/value pairs. In various languages this is realized as an 
object, record, struct, dictionary, hash table, keyed list or associative array”. 
 “An ordered list of values. In various languages, this is realized as an array, 
vector, list or sequence”. 
These are universal data structures. 
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In JSON, they take on these forms: 
An object is an unordered set of name/value pairs. Where name is followed by a (:) 
[colon] and name/value pairs are separated by (,) [comma] 
 

 

 
                                     Fig 3.2.1 Diagram of JSON object 
 
 

An array is an ordered set of values. Its values are seperated by (,) and they end and 
start with square braces. 

 
                       Fig 3.2.2 Diagram of JSON array 
 
A value can be anything which can be a string, number, array, null etc. These type 
of structures are nested. 

 

 
                                 Fig 3.2.3 Diagram of JSON value 
 
3.2.2 AVRO SCHEMA 

“Apache Avro is a data serialization system. Avro provides: 
 Rich data structures 
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 A compact, fast, binary data format. 
 A container file, to store persistent data. 
 Remote procedure call (RPC) 
 Supports integration with dynamic languages” [11]. 
 
Avro schemas are defined in JSON format and Avro facilitates implementation in 
languages that already have JSON libraries. Changes in the schema are handled by 
Avro like added/removed/missed fields so that old versions of the software can 
read new data and the new versions are able to read old data. We need to recompile 
the software as the schemas change for both the versions of software[11]. 
 
The schemas used when writing the Avro data is present at the Avro data read 
stage. This supports serialization to perform in both fast and small as every datum 
is written with no per-value overheads. The schema is stored along with the Avro 
data in a file so that the files can be processed by other programs later. As both the 
older and newer versions of schemas are present, the reader can read the data even 
with a different schema as Avro supports backward compatibility of schemas for 
both the old and new software versions. Storing the full data structure definition 
with the data is an advantage where the data is written in a fast and compact 
manner. This is the reason why Avro is used by Ericsson as it supports backward 
compatibility in the database and for internal communication between 
instances[11]. 
 
When we want to add a new field in a record we need to specify a default value so 
that the new schema can parse the old schema. If we want to remove a field from a 
record then if the old schema needs to read the new schema it falls back to default 
if the value is specified in the old schema. Below is an example on how this 
works[11]. 
 
Example Schema: 
 

{ 
"type": "record", 
"name": "Employee", 
"fields": [ 
{"name": "name", "type": "string"}, 
{"name": "age", "type": "int"}, 
{"name": "emails", "type": {"type": "array", "items": "string"}}, 
{"name": "boss", "type": ["Employee","null"]} 
] 

} 
 
 Using the above schema I have serialized few records into a binary data file. 

 
 

{ 
"type": "record", 
"name": "Employee", 
"fields": [ 
{"name": "name", "type": "string"}, 
{"name": "yrs", "type": "int", "aliases": ["age"]}, 
{"name": "gender", "type": "string", "default":"unknown"}, 
{"name": "emails", "type": {"type": "array", "items": "string"}} 
] 
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} 
 
 The value of the field “age” is retrieved even though we change the field 

name to “yrs”. 
 
 A new “gender” field is added and a default value is assigned to it. This 

default value is useful during the deserialization to set the values as this field 
is not present in the original schema. 

 
 The “boss” field is removed 

 
 The data file is deserialized and printed out [12]. 

 
The old and new software reacts equally in both the situations. 

              Comparison with other systems 
Avro provides functionality similar to systems such as Thrift, Protocol Buffers etc. 
Avro differs from these systems in the following fundamental aspects[11]. 
 Dynamic typing: In Avro code is not required to be generated. It is a library 
which is added at runtime to the application in a generic way i.e. without code 
generation. Data is always followed by a schema which allows the data to be 
processed without code generation, static datatypes, etc. construction of generic 
data-processing systems and languages is done easily[11]. 
 Untagged data: Less information is required for encoding with actual data, 
small serialization size is observed when the data is read because the schema is 
present along with it[11]. 
 No manually-assigned field IDs: When a schema changes, both the old and 
new schema are always present when processing data, so the changes can be 
resolved, by using field names[11]. 

3.2.3 Build Tools (Maven) 
Apache Maven is a software project management and comprehension tool. Based 
on the concept of a project object model (POM), POM is a unit of work in Maven. 
POM is an XML file which has all the information regarding the project and 
configuration builds. Maven can manage a project’s build, reporting and 
documentation from a central piece of information [13]. This is used in our project 
to build, compile and run the experiment. 
Key Features: The following are the key features of Maven: [13] 
 Project setup is easier using maven – get a new project or module started 
within no time. 
 We can work simultaneously in multiple projects at the same time. 
 Consistent usage across all projects means additional time is not needed for 
new developers taking up a new project 
 Adaptable, ability to write plugins in Java or scripting languages easily. 
 Immediate access to new features with little or no extra configuration. 
 Model based builds: Maven is able to build any number of projects into 
predefined output types such as JAR, WAR, or distribution based on metadata 
about the project, without the need to do any scripting in most cases. 
 Dependency management: Maven has a repository where we can download 
the dependencies and use them in our projects. The users of Maven can reuse JARs 
across projects and supports efficient communication between projects to ensure 
that backward compatibility issues[13]. 
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3.3 Overview of Cassandra Database 
“Apache Cassandra is a massively scalable open source NoSQL database. 
Cassandra is perfect for managing large amounts of structured, semi-structured, 
and unstructured data across multiple data centers and the cloud. Cassandra 
delivers continuous availability, linear scalability, and operational simplicity across 
many commodity servers with no single point of failure, along with a powerful 
dynamic data model designed for maximum flexibility and fast response times.” 
[14] 

 
3.3.1 How Does Cassandra Work? 

Cassandra has built-for-scale architecture means that it has the ability and 
capability to handle large amount of information and can perform multiple 
operations simultaneously. The following are the features of Cassandra [14]: 
 Partitioned row store database: Cassandra’s architecture enables any user in 
such a manner that the user can connect to and access data from any node using a 
language CQL which is similar to SQL. To communicate with Cassandra CQL 
shell, namely cqlsh is used. Using cqlsh, keyspaces and tables can be created, the 
user can insert and query tables, etc. 
 Built-in Replication: Cassandra also provides built-in replication, mean that 
it can store multiple copies of data across many nodes. This mean that when a node 
goes down for some time in a cluster copies of that node’s data are available on 
other nodes in a cluster. Data replication is possible across multiple data centers 
and multiple cloud zones. 
 Automatic data distribution: Data is distributed automatically across 
multiple nodes that participate in a database cluster. 

 
 
 

                                       
                       Fig 3.3 Cassandra master-less ring Architecture 
 

In Fig 3.3, There are no master or slave nodes in Cassandra´s architecture as all the 
nodes function identically. Even if a node goes down then other nodes will have 
the replicas to perform the service. All the nodes communicate via a protocol 
named “gossip”. 
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 Linear Scalability: Cassandra supports linear scalability, which means the 
capacity that can be increased by addition of new nodes. 
 Cassandra is widely preferred over MySQL and other NoSQL databases such 
as HBase, MongoDB etc. As it has the facility of transparent fault detection and 
recovery mean that even though a node goes down the other nodes service the 
request. Cassandra supports scalability for both reads and writes, constant uptime 
which eliminates the single point of failure. Cassandra has a dynamic data model 
with fast reads and writes, active everywhere design. It supports data consistency 
where data is spread all along the cluster and compressed without any performance 
overhead [15]. 
 The basic key objects that we use in Cassandra are [15]: 
(i) Keyspace: It is same as relational database which is defined as the container for 
creating tables and indexes. There are two important characteristics that we need to 
define: the replication factor and strategy name. Replication factor is defined as the 
number of data copies stored in a cluster so that when a node goes down data 
stored on the remaining nodes will process the request. There are two strategies 
namely simple strategy, network topology strategy where simple strategy is used 
for single data center and network topology strategy is used for multiple data 
centers. 
(ii) Table: The table in Cassandra performs fast reads and writes and can handle 
large volumes of data. 
(iii) Primary Key: This key is used to identify a specific row in a table and is used 
for spreading data on all nodes in a cluster. 

 

3.4 Experimental Strategies to perform upgrades in a 
cloud 
Strategies that are identified to perform upgrades in a cloud environment are as 
follows: 

Single Upgrades i.e. upgrading each version of software to the database 
schema individually. We want to perform this and check whether it is backward 
compatible or not. 
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                                           Fig 3.4 Upgrades 

 
Till now Ericsson has one spare VM that is started with the new software and 
switched in to take traffic; once everything works they remove one of the VMs that 
run old software and then start over again. Our task mainly is focused on what 
happens when backward compatible changes are done and similarly what happens 
when non-backward compatible changes are implemented. 
In this Approach the schema used is Avro and data is JSON. First we create a 
version using Java programming and Cassandra dependencies which is used to read 
and write the data to the Cassandra database. We need JSON data to read and write 
to the database. When we perform an upgrade to a new version the versions must 
support different data structures inside the database and understand the newer 
format and the older format as well which are used for the communication between 
instance and database in the clouds. We have used timestamp data type to show the 
non-backward compatible and backward compatible changes between two versions 
of data format in Cassandra database. Addressing the above changes we have to 
test and measure complexity of different upgrade strategies. 
 
Example of timestamp data types for 2 versions of software. In the first version the 
timestamp datatype is considered as both time and date as a string. 

 

 {"srno": 5, "id": "Odmmm", "age": 26, "state": 

"bfWOb", "time": "2066-6-18T1:8:00", "version": 

"v1"} 

                   In the second version the timestamp datatype is considered as only time a string. 
 
 {"srno": 23, "id": "gTVOm", "age": 23, "state": 

"dcege", "time": "2004-1-12", "version": "v2"}     
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Multiple Upgrades: Here in this strategy we upgrade different multiple versions 
of software simultaneously so that the database should accept and get adapted to 
the changes made by the newer versions. The backward compatibility changes 
and non-backward compatible changes are addressed using the same timestamp 
data type which is considered in case of single upgrades in connection with 
Cassandra database. 

 
 

 

3.5 Test Bed 
 

 
                                         Fig 3.5 TestBed 
 
The test bed is done in Ericsson private cloud by installing Docker in Ubuntu 14.04 
where we have taken six Docker instances which share the same host kernel. All 
the six Docker instances communicate to the Cassandra database. We performed 
single upgrades where each version of software is upgraded and also the multiple 
upgrades where the multiple versions of software are upgraded simultaneously in 
order to support backward compatibility and tested the various types of 
complexities in the above mentioned methods. We have used Avro for serializing 
and deserializing the data from Cassandra database which saves the data 
automatically and helps in doing minor changes in the code. The minor changes 
that are done in case of without Avro is the placement of “IF” loop in the code that 
helps in differentiating the software versions of schema in ensuring backward 
compatibility.   Version 1 is concerned with date and time as a string and version 2 
is concerned with only date as a string (i.e., no time string) to show the differences 
in both the versions when upgraded with and without the use of Avro. 
In case of single upgrade strategy, we switch to a spare instance first, turn off the 
Docker, upgrade and restart the Docker. The second instance in this manner is 
continued till six instances are upgraded. For multiple upgrade strategy we start all 
six Docker instances simultaneously and perform the upgrades. Both the strategies 
are done with and without Avro. 
 
A default value is specified for an extra added field in the Avro schema file for 
second version so that the new schema can read the old schema and if a field is 
removed from the schema then the reader who is using the old schema parses the 
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new schema it returns the default value. For the case without Avro we have added 
an if loop that helps in differentiating the software versions of schema in ensuring 
backward compatibility 
 

 

3.6 Performance Metrics 
Based on the above experimental strategies to perform upgrades in a cloud 
environment three performance metrics have been identified to study the (i) code 
complexity, (ii) total time for upgrading all instances, (iii) network usage for 
different upgrade strategies as mentioned in section 3.4. 

 
These metrics help in knowing the complexity when there is a need to support 
different data structures for communication between instances and database. 
 
This analysis of performance metrics helps the developers in knowing whether 
there is a need to do minor changes in code schema for different versions to 
maintain low complexity. 
 
(i) Code Complexity 
Lines of code (LOC) is a code metric used to find the number of lines of code 
approximately. In this work the code complexity is mainly measured to know the 
lines of code that are needed to support backward compatibility during 
upgrades[16]. 
  
(ii) Total Time for upgrading all instances 
It is defined as the total time needed to upgrade all the instances while they are 
upgraded individually as well as in multiple simultaneously. i.e., time that is used 
considering the above mentioned strategies in section 3.4. It is important to 
understand the amount of time taken for the upgrade of all Docker instances in the 
case of with and without Avro. 
 
(iii) Network Usage 
Network usage is measured while the Docker instances are communicating to 
Cassandra database. During the upgrades of instances, we need to know the 
network usage affected by different strategies as mentioned in section 3.4. From 
this network usage we can analyse which strategy is consuming more network 
capacity i.e. the performance overhead. Wireshark tool is used to measure network 
usage. It is the world’s foremost network protocol analyzer. Captured network data 
can be browsed via a GUI. It reads/writes many different capture file formats: 
tcpdump (libpcap), etc. It runs on multi-platform [17]. 

 

3.7 Scenario 
The main objective of the experiments presented in this section is to demonstrate 
that the upgrade of Docker containers in different methods will affect the 
performance in a need to support backward compatibility. Experiments are 
conducted on this test bed and performance metrics are measured. These metrics 
are useful for measuring the performance of different upgrade strategies. 
 
The demand for cloud services with high availability requires updates with low 
down times. There is need to upgrade because of performance issues, bug fixes, 
deployment of new software versions etc. In order to ensure backward 
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compatibility, we have investigated and came up with two different strategies to 
perform upgrades. 
 
During the single upgrade, each version of software is upgraded individually 
whereas in the multiple upgrades multiple instances are upgraded simultaneously in 
order to combat compatibility issues. Three performance metrics code complexity, 
time complexity and network usage have been collected for both the upgrade 
strategies to determine which strategy is efficient. The analysis of these 
performance metrics is presented in the next chapter. 
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4 RESULTS 
The results are calculated by taking six Docker instances and testing the upgrades 
on them. We have considered three performance metrics namely code complexity, 
total time, and network usage. These metrics values were obtained from 
experiments with the two upgrade strategies with and without use of Avro that we 
have considered in this experiment. 
 
Code complexity values: 

 
The number of lines of code that are taken into account below are used to define 

the schema too. 
 

Without AVRO With AVRO 
No. of lines of code = 115 No. of lines of code = 128 

 
                                           Table 4.1 Code complexity 

                                      
                                               Fig 4.1 Code complexity 

 
Time complexity values: 
 

The below results displays the average values extracted from ten iterations 
done in this experiment. 

 
Contents Single Upgrades Multiple Upgrades 
With Avro 186sec 306sec 
Without Avro 242sec 352sec 

 
                                                  Table 4.2 Total Time 
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                                         Fig.4.2 Total Time 
  
            Standard deviation values for total time to upgrade: 
           (1) With Avro: 84.85281374 
           (2) Without Avro: 77.78174593 
 

        
                  Fig.4.2.1 Standard deviation for Total Time 

 
 
Network usage values: (These are calculated for two minutes (System time) while 
upgrading Docker instances). Here the IP addresses 172.17.0.2 represents the Docker 
container(A) and 172.17.0.3 represents the Cassandra database(B) used for 
communicating while performing the upgrades. We have done ten iterations to collect 
the data. The network usage value are done for four Docker instances as we have faced 
some technical difficulties when all the Docker instances, Cassandra database and 
Wireshark are run in parallel. 
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Considering single upgrades: 
 
No. of Iterations 
from Docker 
container A to 
Cassandra database 
B 

With Avro Without Avro 

1 14214 16698 
2 14214 16680 
3 14114 16595 
4 14220 16650 
5 14199 17010 
6 14189 16698 
7 14214 16668 
8 14214 16650 
9 14230 16698 
10 14195 16670 
             Table 4.3.1 Network Usage values for packets A to B 
 
No. of Iterations 
from Cassandra 
database B to 
Docker container 
A 

With Avro Without Avro 

1 15330 18030 
2 15330 18036 
3 15339 18032 
4 15330 18059 
5 15350 18070 
6 15372 18066 
7 15360 18054 
8 15343 18035 
9 15329 18025 
10 15315 18020 
 
          Table 4.3.2 Network Usage values for packets B to A 
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Fig 4.3.1 Network usage for single Upgrades for Packets A to B 
 
 
 
 

  
 
Fig 4.3.2 Network usage for single Upgrades for Packets B to A 
 
 
Standard deviation for single upgrades(Network Usage): 
(1) For packets A to B: 111.214 
(2) For packets B to A: 12.5561 
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 Fig.4.3.3 Standard deviation for single upgrades(Network Usage) 
 
Standard deviation for single upgrades(Network Usage): 
(1) For packets A to B: 111.214 
(2) For packets B to A: 12.5561 
 
 

      
 
Fig.4.3.4 Standard devaition for Multiple Upgrades(Network Usage) 
 
Standard deviation for multiple Upgrades(Network usage): 
(1) For packets A to B: 7.442371 
(2) For packets B to A: 95.27644 
 
No. of Iterations from 
Docker container A to 
Cassandra database B 

With Avro Without Avro 

1 6996 7034 
2 6996 7034 
3 6996 7045 
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4 7010 7053 
5 7005 7060 
6 6999 7057 
7 6993 7050 
8 6987 7040 
9 6984 7034 
10 6980 7024 
 
Table 4.4.1 Network Usage values for multiple Upgrades for packets 
A to B 
 
 

 
Fig 4.4.1 Network usage for Multiple Upgrades for Packets A to B 
 
 

No. of Iterations 
from Cassandra 
database B to 
Docker container 
A 

Without Avro With Avro 

1 7734 6685 
2 7734 6685 
3 7743 6690 
4 7748 6696 
5 7753 7000 
6 7760 6698 
7 7755 6685 
8 7734 6685 
9 7729 6680 
10 7723 6675 
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Table 4.4.2 Network Usage values for multiple Upgrades for packets 
B to A 
 

 
 
Fig 4.4.2 Network usage for Multiple Upgrades for Packets B to A 
 
 

    
           Fig.4.4.3 Confidence intervals for single upgrades 
 
Confidence intervals for single upgrades(Network usage): 
(1) For packets A to B: 79.5574798 
(2) For packets B to A: 8.9820918 
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Fig.4.4.4 Confidence intervals for Multiple Upgrades (Network 
Usage) 
 
Confidence Intervals for multiple upgrades (Network Usage): 
(1) For packets A to B: 5.32395092 
(2) For packets B to A: 68.156652 
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5 ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION 
 
The code complexity results obtained in section are calculated with and without the 
use of Avro. The code complexity is analyzed by taking lines of code (LOC) into 
consideration, where the lines of source code are counted and the result is 
analyzed. The lines of code are more in case of upgrade with Avro because Avro 
requires a schema defined and compiled in a separate file and also it requires code 
for serializing and deserializing the data. But as our results are concerned case 
without Avro is better with lower complexity. The values which we have obtained 
are almost nearby to one another. 
 
Now the total time for upgrading all six Docker instances is measured for two types 
of upgrades strategies considered above where the time taken for upgrading one-
by-one is less without Avro when compared with the multiple upgrade strategy as 
the Docker instances are taking some time when run simultaneously as they have to 
communicate to the database in both the cases with and without Avro. So I think it 
is better to upgrade one-by-one where the other versions will still provide services 
without any interruption during the upgrade of other. 
 
When the network usage is considered it is the number of transmitted and received 
bytes during single and multiple upgrades. It is the network traffic during the 
upgrade process i.e. Transmitted and received bytes per sec. We have upgraded the 
instances and collected the network usage data for just 120sec of system time. The 
network usage is more in case of without Avro in single upgrades. 
 
From this analysis we can conclude that single upgrades are better ones compared 
to multiple upgrades as the time is less to upgrade and the network usage is also 
less without Avro and the code complexity is also less. 
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6 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
 

6.1 CONCLUSION 
 
As the demand for cloud computing has been increasing over the years, the demand 
for upgrades in cloud environment has also been increasing. Minor changes can be 
done but at some point time there is a need to perform major changes on the top of 
an application. In order to make the service highly-available and to support 
backward compatibility the upgrades are performed in various strategies and 
complexity measures have been calculated. 
 
(RQ1) We have focused on performing upgrades with and without use of Avro so 
that we can identify the differences in complexities in both the scenarios of single 
and multiple upgrade strategies. We have tested different upgrade strategies and 
found out what happens when backward compatible changes are done and what 
happens when non-backward compatible changes are done. Although the outset for 
this RQ was to study upgrade of VMs, the focus was modified towards Docker 
instances because Ericsson favors light-weight containers in their current 
infrastructure. 
 
(RQ2) We have compared the complexity measures that is the code complexity 
with and without use of Avro where the complexity is little more in case of Avro 
based on our experiments, Avro has rich data structures and it supports backward 
compatibility changes. When the time complexity is compared between two 
strategies the single upgrade strategy takes less time than the multiple upgrade 
strategy and the communication complexity is also less in case of single upgrade 
strategy as each instance is upgraded one-by-one. The network usage is also less in 
case of single upgrades. So finally the case with single upgrade strategy, With 
Avro is efficient one to perform upgrades on a larger scale. The case with Avro has 
little bit higher code complexity because it includes a schema file to be defined but 
the total time and the network usage values are less with case of Avro. So it is 
better. 

 

6.2 FUTURE WORK 
 

In the future research we can place a translator tool in between the instances and 
database which may be efficient. There is a need to focus on more efficient 
techniques to perform upgrades in the cloud environment to maintain high 
availability in cloud when large enterprise systems are considered. 
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APPENDIX 
 

First we have an Ubuntu Linux installed machine in our system. 
1. Log into your Ubuntu installation as a user with sudo privileges. 
2. Verify that you have curl installed. 
----- $ which curl 
If curl isn’t installed, install it after updating your manager: 
----- $ sudo apt-get update 
------ $ sudo apt-get install curl 
3. Get the latest Docker package. 
------  $ curl –fsSL https://get.docker.com/ | sh 
Now install Ubuntu on docker using the command 
------   Sudo docker run –i -t Ubuntu:14.04 bash 
Where -i flag tells docker to connect to STDIN on the container. 
-t flag specifies to get a pseudo-terminal. 
Steps: First the docker client contacts the docker daemon. 
The docker daemon pulled the “ubuntu” image from the docker hub. 
(Assuming it was not already locally available) 
The docker daemon created a new container from that image. 
Now we are inside the container and we can install the images needed. 
4. First install java image by searching it from the docker hub using the 
command 
------  Docker pull java 
5. Cassandra needs java as a prerequisite so we need to check before 
whether java is installed or not. Cassandra image is installed using the 
command 
------  Docker pull Cassandra 
To start a Cassandra instance the following command is used: 
-------- $ docker run –name some-cassandra –d cassandra:tag 
Where some-cassandra is the name you want to assign to your container 
and tag is the tag specifying the cassandra version you want. 
6. The following command starts another Cassandra container instance 
and runs cqlsh against your original Cassandra container, allowing to 
execute cql statements against your database instance: 
--------- $ docker run –it –link some-cassandra:cassandra –rm cassandra 
cqlsh cassandra 
Where some-cassandra is the name of your original cassandra server 
container. 
7. Install maven image using the following command 
-----   Docker pull maven 
8. Install avro tools image on docker using the following command 
-----  Docker pull coderfi/avro-tools 

https://get.docker.com/
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9. We write a code in Java to connect to Cassandra instance in command 
line on docker with the help of  Datastax java driver. The output table is 
queried in Cassandra using the SELECT command. 
Using the timestamp data type in cassandra two different versions in 
JSON format are created to check the non-backward compatible 
changes. Where Avro is used to show the backward compatibility when 
minor changes in code are done. 
Our container is converted an image by using the dcócker commit 
command. The command is as follows: 
------- Docker commit image ID image repository:tag 
The image is uploaded in the docker hub under the image name 
siva123/goofyv where we can pull it and use the image and perform the 
required operations in future. This image contains all the above 
installations. 
 
Inserting and Querying from Cassandra 
 
CQL language which is similar to SQL is used to communicate with 
Cassandra and the commands are specified below: 
First we have to create a keyspace using the following command: 
------- CREATE KEYSPACE k1 WITH replication = {‘class’:  ‘strategy 
name’ , ‘replication_factor’: 1} AND  DURABLE_WRITES = false; 
 
To display the keyspaces created use this command: 
------   DESCRIBE keyspaces; 
To use a keyspace use this command: 
-------   USE k1; 
To alter the keyspace that is we can change the properties such as 
strategy name and replication factor using the command: 
-------  ALTER KEYSPACE k1 WITH replication = {‘class’:  ‘strategy 
name’ , ‘replication_factor’: 1} AND  DURABLE_WRITES = false; 
 
To drop the keyspace if needed we can use the command: 
-------   DROP keyspace k1; 
 
To create a table in that keyspace use the following command: 
------- CREATE TABLE tablename( 
Column1 name datatype PRIMARYKEY, 
Column2 name data type, 
Column 3 name data type, 
PRIMARY KEY (column1) 
) 
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The insert command is given below: 
INSERT INTO tablename ( id, age, state) VALUES (‘user123’, 42, 
‘TX’); 
To verify the table whether it is created or not use the following 
command: 
SELECT * FROM tablename; 
 
As we have used JSON format in this thesis the commands used for 
inserting and querying are: 
INSERT INTO tablename ‘{“id”: “user123” , “age”: 42 , “state” : 
“TX”}’; 
SELECT JSON * FROM tablename; 
 
The expected result could be 
[json] 
{“id”: “user123”, “age”: 42 , “state”: “TX”} 
 
PROGRAMMING  PART 
 
WITH AVRO1 
 
DEPENDENCIES (POM.XML) 
The dependencies allows project authors to directly specify the versions of 
artifacts to be used. 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

<project xmlns="http://maven.apache.org/POM/4.0.0" 

xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" 

xsi:schemaLocation="http://maven.apache.org/POM/4.0.0 

http://maven.apache.org/xsd/maven-4.0.0.xsd"> 

<modelVersion>4.0.0</modelVersion> 

 

<groupId>com.example.avro</groupId> 

<artifactId>avro</artifactId> 

<version>1.0-SNAPSHOT</version> 

<packaging>jar</packaging> 

 

<description>A simple project to start with VRaptor 

4</description> 

 

<properties> 

<project.build.sourceEncoding>UTF-

8</project.build.sourceEncoding> 

</properties> 

 

<dependencies> 

<dependency> 

<groupId>br.com.caelum</groupId> 

<artifactId>vraptor</artifactId> 

<version>4.0.0-RC1</version> 

</dependency> 
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<dependency> 

<groupId>org.jboss.weld.servlet</groupId> 

<artifactId>weld-servlet</artifactId> 

<version>2.1.2.Final</version> 

</dependency> 

 

<dependency> 

<groupId>javax.el</groupId> 

<artifactId>el-api</artifactId> 

<version>2.2</version> 

<scope>provided</scope> 

</dependency> 

 

<dependency> 

<groupId>javax.servlet</groupId> 

<artifactId>jstl</artifactId> 

<version>1.2</version> 

</dependency> 

<dependency> 

<groupId>org.apache.avro</groupId> 

<artifactId>avro</artifactId> 

<version>1.8.1</version> 

</dependency> 

<dependency> 

<groupId>com.datastax.cassandra</groupId> 

<artifactId>cassandra-driver-core</artifactId> 

<version>3.0.0</version> 

</dependency> 

<dependency> 

<groupId>org.json</groupId> 

<artifactId>json</artifactId> 

<version>20160212</version> 

</dependency> 

<dependency> 

<groupId>com.googlecode.json-simple</groupId> 

<artifactId>json-simple</artifactId> 

<version>1.1.1</version> 

</dependency> 

</dependencies> 

 

<build> 

<outputDirectory>${basedir}/src/main/webapp/WEB-

INF/classes</outputDirectory> 

<plugins> 

<plugin> 

<groupId>org.apache.maven.plugins</groupId> 

<artifactId>maven-compiler-plugin</artifactId> 

<version>3.1</version> 

<configuration> 

<source>1.7</source> 

<target>1.7</target> 

</configuration> 

</plugin> 

 

<plugin> 
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<artifactId>maven-eclipse-plugin</artifactId> 

<version>2.8</version> 

<configuration> 

<downloadSources>true</downloadSources> 

<downloadJavadocs>true</downloadJavadocs> 

<wtpversion>2.0</wtpversion> 

</configuration> 

</plugin> 

 

<plugin> 

<groupId>org.apache.maven.plugins</groupId> 

<artifactId>maven-war-plugin</artifactId> 

<version>2.4</version> 

</plugin> 

<plugin> 

<groupId>org.apache.avro</groupId> 

<artifactId>avro-maven-plugin</artifactId> 

<version>1.8.1</version> 

<executions> 

<execution> 

<phase>generate-sources</phase> 

<goals> 

<goal>schema</goal> 

</goals> 

<configuration> 

<sourceDirectory>${project.basedir}/src/main/java/com/example/

avro/</sourceDirectory> 

<outputDirectory>${project.basedir}/src/main/java/com/example/

avro/</outputDirectory> 

</configuration> 

</execution> 

</executions> 

</plugin> 

<plugin> 

<groupId>org.eclipse.jetty</groupId> 

<artifactId>jetty-maven-plugin</artifactId> 

<version>9.1.1.v20140108</version> 

<configuration> 

<webApp> 

<contextPath>/${project.build.finalName}</contextPath> 

<jettyEnvXml>${basedir}/src/main/webapp/WEB-INF/jetty-

env.xml</jettyEnvXml> 

</webApp> 

</configuration> 

</plugin> 

</plugins> 

</build> 

</project> 
 
SCHEMA FILE (for version1) 
{“namespace”: “example.avro”, 
“type” : “record”, 
“name”: “User”, 
“fields” : [ 
{“name”: “srno”,”type”:[“int”,”null”]}, 
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{“name”: “id”,”type”:[“string”,”null”]}, 
{“name”: “age”,”type”:[“int”,”null”]}, 
{“name”: “state”,”type”:[“string”,”null”]}, 
{“name”: “time”,”type”:[“string”,”null”]}, 
{“name”: “version”,”type”:[“string”,”null”]} 
] 
 
SCHEMA FILE (for version2) 
{“namespace”: “example.avro”, 
“type” : “record”, 
“name”: “User”, 
“fields” : [ 
{“name”: “srno”,”type”:[“int”,”null”]}, 
{“name”: “id”,”type”:[“string”,”null”]}, 
{“name”: “age”,”type”:[“int”,”null”]}, 
{“name”: “state”,”type”:[“string”,”null”]}, 
{“name”: “time”,”type”:[“string”,”null”]}, 
{“name”: “version”,”type”:[“string”,”null”], “default”:”unavailable”} 
] 
 
PROGRAM 
package com.example.cassandra.avro; 

 

import java.io.*; 

import example.avro.User; 

import com.datastax.driver.core.*; 

import org.json.simple.JSONObject; 

import java.util.*; 

import com.datastax.driver.core.ResultSet; 

import org.apache.avro.file.*; 

import org.apache.avro.io.*; 

import org.apache.avro.specific.*; 

 

 

public class avro{ 

 

private Cluster cluster; 

 

public void connect(String node) { 

String str1 = "user123"; 

String str2 = "TX"; 

char[] 

a={'a','b','c','d','e','f','g','m','n','O','T','U','V','W','X'

,'Y','Z'}; 

int index=0,aged=0,age=0,mo=0,d=0,y=0,h=0,m=0,sr=0; 

String id=null; 

char[] c = new char[10]; 

String dat=""; 

String tim=""; 

String timdat= "2011-02-03T04:05:00"; 

cluster = Cluster.builder().addContactPoint(node).build(); 

Session session = cluster.connect(); 

session.execute("USE k1"); 

String version=""; 

for(int i=0;i<4;i++) 
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{ 

version="v1"; 

for(int j=0;j<10;j++) 

{ 

index = (int)(Math.random()*14); 

c[j]=a[index]; 

if(age<20) 

age+=index; 

} 

mo= (int)(Math.random()*10)+1; 

d=(int)(Math.random()*25)+1; 

y=(int)(Math.random()*100)+2000; 

 

h=(int)(Math.random()*24); 

m=(int)(Math.random()*60); 

 

timdat=""+y+"-"+mo+"-"+d+"T"+h+":"+m+":00"; 

str1= ""+c[0]+c[1]+c[3]+c[4]+c[2]; 

 

str2= ""+c[5]+c[6]+c[7]+c[8]+c[9]; 

if(i==0){ 

String q="SELECT * FROM users"; 

ResultSet rs=session.execute(q); 

 

for (Row row : rs) { 

if(sr<row.getInt("srno")) 

sr=row.getInt("srno"); 

 

}} 

session.execute("CREATE KEYSPACE k1 WITH replication = 

{'class':'SimpleStrategy', 'replication_factor':1};"); 

session.execute("USE k1"); 

session.execute("CREATE TABLE users ( srno int PRIMARY KEY,id 

text, age int, state text);"); 

session.execute("INSERT INTO users JSON '{\"srno\":\""+i+"\", 

\"id\": \""+str1+"\", \"age\": "+age+", \"state\": 

\""+str2+"\",\"Time\":\""+timdat+"\"}';"); 

sr = sr+1; 

User userJson = new User(sr,str1,age,str2,timdat,version); 

session.execute("INSERT INTO users JSON '"+userJson+"';"); 

age=0; 

 

String q="SELECT * FROM users"; 

ResultSet rs=session.execute(q); 

 

Construct via builder: 

DatumWriter<User> userDatumWriter = new 

SpecificDatumWriter<User>(User.class); 

DataFileWriter<User> dataFileWriter = new 

DataFileWriter<User>(userDatumWriter); 

System.out.println("------------------------------------------

--VERSION 1-------------------------------------------"); 

int temp = 0; 

try{ 

for (Row row : rs) { 

if (temp == 0) { 
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User user1 = new User(row.getInt("srno"), row.getString("id"), 

row.getInt("age"), row.getString("state"), 

row.getString("Time"),row.getString("version")); 

 

dataFileWriter.create(user1.getSchema(), new 

File("users1.avro")); 

dataFileWriter.append(user1); 

temp++; 

} 

else { 

User user1 = new User(row.getInt("srno"), row.getString("id"), 

row.getInt("age"), row.getString("state"), 

row.getString("Time"),row.getString("version")); 

dataFileWriter.append(user1); 

} 

 

 aged=row.getInt("age"); 

 str2=row.getString("state"); 

 timdat=row.getString("Time"); 

 version=row.getString("version"); 

 System.out.print("name::"+id+"; "); 

 System.out.print("age::"+aged+"; "); 

 System.out.println("state::"+str2+";"); 

if(version.equalsIgnoreCase("v1")){ 

for (int k=0;k<timdat.length();k++) 

{ 

char ch= timdat.charAt(k); 

if(ch=='T') 

{ 

tim=timdat.substring(k+1,timdat.length()-1); 

break; 

} 

else 

{ 

dat=dat+""+ch; 

} 

} 

else 

dat=timdat; 

System.out.print("Date::"+dat+"; "); 

if(version.equalsIgnoreCase("v1")){ 

System.out.print("Time::"+tim+";"); 

dat="";} 

System.out.println(""); 

} 

dataFileWriter.close(); 

File file = new File("users1.avro"); 

 

Deserialize Users from disk: 

DatumReader<User> userDatumReader = new 

SpecificDatumReader<User>(User.class); 

DataFileReader<User> dataFileReader = new 

DataFileReader<User>(file, userDatumReader); 

User user = null; 

while (dataFileReader.hasNext()) { 
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(i)Reuse user object by passing it to next(). This saves us 

from allocating and garbage collecting many objects for files 

with many items. 

user = dataFileReader.next(user); 

System.out.println(user); 

} 

} 

catch(IOException ex){ 

System.out.println("IOException"); 

} 

} 

} 

public void close() { 

cluster.close(); 

} 

public static void main(String args[]) throws IOException{ 

avro client = new avro(); 

client.connect("172.17.0.3"); 

client.close(); 

} 

} 

 

 

 

OUTPUT 
Run Command: java -cp /home/avro/target/avro-1.0-

SNAPSHOT.jar:/home/avro-1.8.1.jar:/home/json-simple-

1.1.1.jar:../cassandra-driver-core-3.0.0.jar:../netty-all-

4.0.35.Final.jar:../metrics-core-3.1.2.jar:../guava-

19.0.jar:../slf4j-api-1.7.20.jar:/home/jackson-core-asl-

1.9.13.jar:/home/jackson-mapper-asl-1.9.13.jar 

com.example.cassandra.avro.avro 

 

--------------------------------------------VERSION 1---------

---------------------------------- 

 

{"srno": 5, "id": "OTdab", "age": 20, "state": "WfbbW", 

"time": "2018-6-3T3:6:00", "version": "v1"} 

{"srno": 10, "id": "UbTaW", "age": 25, "state": "afOVa", 

"time": "2097-1-16T2:26:00", "version": "v1"} 

{"srno": 13, "id": "bmgec", "age": 20, "state": "gVnWV", 

"time": "2019-6-23T3:8:00", "version": "v1"} 

{"srno": 11, "id": "OfbdT", "age": 24, "state": "TnUfe", 

"time": "2002-1-10T17:40:00", "version": "v1"} 

{"srno": 1, "id": "UnegV", "age": 31, "state": "aOfmV", 

"time": "2071-6-23T6:44:00", "version": "v1"} 

{"srno": 8, "id": "TaagT", "age": 20, "state": "cbfOn", 

"time": "2075-4-23T21:8:00", "version": "v1"} 

{"srno": 2, "id": "gOdeT", "age": 25, "state": "dmdOc", 

"time": "2002-10-19T1:42:00", "version": "v1"} 

{"srno": 4, "id": "ccbaa", "age": 26, "state": "ddmnd", 

"time": "2040-6-20T17:1:00", "version": "v1"} 

{"srno": 7, "id": "ceWUf", "age": 24, "state": "amdOg", 

"time": "2061-3-20T10:19:00", "version": "v1"} 
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With AVRO(upgraded version 2) 
 
PROGRAM 
package com.example.cassandra.avro; 

 

import java.io.File; 

 

import java.io.IOException; 

import example.avro.User; 

import com.datastax.driver.core.*; 

 

import org.json.simple.JSONObject; 

import java.util.*; 

import com.datastax.driver.core.ResultSet; 

import org.apache.avro.file.DataFileReader; 

 

import org.apache.avro.file.DataFileWriter; 

 

import org.apache.avro.io.*; 

import org.apache.avro.specific.*; 

import java.io.IOException; 

public class avro{ 

 

private Cluster cluster; 

 

public void connect(String node) { 

String str1 = "user123"; 

String str2 = "TX"; 

char[] 

a={'a','b','c','d','e','f','g','m','n','O','T','U','V','W','X'

,'Y','Z'}; 

int index=0,aged=0,age=0,mo=0,d=0,y=0,h=0,m=0,sr=0; 

String id=null; 

char[] c = new char[10]; 

String dat=""; 

String tim=""; 

String timdat= "2011-02-03T04:05:00"; 

cluster = Cluster.builder().addContactPoint(node).build(); 

Session session = cluster.connect(); 

session.execute("USE k1"); 

String version=""; 

for(int i=0;i<4;i++) 

{ 

version="v2"; 

for(int j=0;j<10;j++) 

{ 

index = (int)(Math.random()*14); 

c[j]=a[index]; 

if(age<20) 

age+=index; 

} 

mo= (int)(Math.random()*10)+1; 

d=(int)(Math.random()*25)+1; 

y=(int)(Math.random()*100)+2000; 
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h=(int)(Math.random()*24); 

m=(int)(Math.random()*60); 

 

timdat=""+y+"-"+mo+"-"+d;//+"T"+h+":"+m+":00"; 

str1= ""+c[0]+c[1]+c[3]+c[4]+c[2]; 

 

str2= ""+c[5]+c[6]+c[7]+c[8]+c[9]; 

if(i==0){ 

String q="SELECT * FROM users"; 

ResultSet rs=session.execute(q); 

 

for (Row row : rs) { 

if(sr<row.getInt("srno")) 

sr=row.getInt("srno"); 

 

}} 

session.execute("CREATE KEYSPACE k1 WITH replication = 

{'class':'SimpleStrategy', 'replication_factor':1};"); 

session.execute("USE k1"); 

session.execute("CREATE TABLE users ( srno int PRIMARY KEY,id 

text, age int, state text);"); 

session.execute("INSERT INTO users JSON '{\"srno\":\""+i+"\", 

\"id\": \""+str1+"\", \"age\": "+age+", \"state\": 

\""+str2+"\",\"Time\":\""+timdat+"\"}';"); 

sr = sr+1; 

User userJson = new User(sr,str1,age,str2,timdat,version); 

session.execute("INSERT INTO users JSON '"+userJson+"';"); 

age=0; 

 

String q="SELECT * FROM users"; 

ResultSet rs=session.execute(q); 

 

(i)Construct via builder: 

DatumWriter<User> userDatumWriter = new 

SpecificDatumWriter<User>(User.class); 

DataFileWriter<User> dataFileWriter = new 

DataFileWriter<User>(userDatumWriter); 

System.out.println("------------------------------------------

--VERSION 2-------------------------------------------"); 

int temp = 0; 

try{ 

for (Row row : rs) { 

if (temp == 0) { 

User user1 = new User(row.getInt("srno"), row.getString("id"), 

row.getInt("age"), row.getString("state"), 

row.getString("Time"),row.getString("version")); 

 

dataFileWriter.create(user1.getSchema(), new 

File("users1.avro")); 

dataFileWriter.append(user1); 

temp++; 

} 

else { 
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User user1 = new User(row.getInt("srno"), row.getString("id"), 

row.getInt("age"), row.getString("state"), 

row.getString("Time"),row.getString("version")); 

dataFileWriter.append(user1); 

} 

 

if(version.equalsIgnoreCase("v1")) 

for (int k=0;k<timdat.length();k++) 

{ 

char ch= timdat.charAt(k); 

if(ch=='T') 

User userJson = new User(sr,str1,age,str2,timdat,version); 

session.execute("INSERT INTO users JSON '"+userJson+"';"); 

age=0; 

 

String q="SELECT * FROM users"; 

ResultSet rs=session.execute(q); 

 

Construct via builder: 

DatumWriter<User> userDatumWriter = new 

SpecificDatumWriter<User>(User.class); 

DataFileWriter<User> dataFileWriter = new 

DataFileWriter<User>(userDatumWriter); 

System.out.println("------------------------------------------

--VERSION 2-------------------------------------------"); 

int temp = 0; 

try{ 

for (Row row : rs) { 

if (temp == 0) { 

User user1 = new User(row.getInt("srno"), row.getString("id"), 

row.getInt("age"), row.getString("state"), 

row.getString("Time"),row.getString("version")); 

 

dataFileWriter.create(user1.getSchema(), new 

File("users1.avro")); 

dataFileWriter.append(user1); 

temp++; 

} 

else { 

User user1 = new User(row.getInt("srno"), row.getString("id"), 

row.getInt("age"), row.getString("state"), 

row.getString("Time"),row.getString("version")); 

dataFileWriter.append(user1); 

} 

 

System.out.print("name::"+id+"; "); 

System.out.print("age::"+aged+"; "); 

System.out.println("state::"+str2+";"); 

if(version.equalsIgnoreCase("v1")) 

for (int k=0;k<timdat.length();k++) 

{ 

char ch= timdat.charAt(k); 

if(ch=='T') 

{ 

tim=timdat.substring(k+1,timdat.length()-1); 

break; 
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} 

else 

{ 

dat=dat+""+ch; 

} 

} 

else 

dat=timdat; 

System.out.print("Date::"+dat+"; "); 

if(version.equalsIgnoreCase("v1")){ 

System.out.print("Time::"+tim+";"); 

dat="";} 

System.out.println(""); 

} 

dataFileWriter.close(); 

File file = new File("users1.avro"); 

 

 

(i)Deserialize Users from disk: 

DatumReader<User> userDatumReader = new 

SpecificDatumReader<User>(User.class); 

DataFileReader<User> dataFileReader = new 

DataFileReader<User>(file, userDatumReader); 

User user = null; 

while (dataFileReader.hasNext()) { 

(i)Reuse user object by passing it to next(). This saves us 

from allocating and garbage collecting many objects for files 

with many items. 

user = dataFileReader.next(user); 

System.out.println(user); 

} 

} 

catch(IOException ex){ 

System.out.println("IOException"); 

} 

} 

} 

public void close() { 

cluster.close(); 

} 

 

public static void main(String args[]) throws IOException{ 

avro client = new avro(); 

client.connect("172.17.0.3"); 

client.close(); 

} 

} 

 

 

OUTPUT 

Run Command: java -cp /home/avro/target/avro-1.0-

SNAPSHOT.jar:/home/avro-1.8.1.jar:/home/json-simple-

1.1.1.jar:../cassandra-driver-core-3.0.0.jar:../netty-all-

4.0.35.Final.jar:../metrics-core-3.1.2.jar:../guava-

19.0.jar:../slf4j-api-1.7.20.jar:/home/jackson-core-asl-
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1.9.13.jar:/home/jackson-mapper-asl-1.9.13.jar 

com.example.cassandra.avro.avro 

 

--------------------------------------------VERSION 2---------

---------------------------------- 

{"srno": 23, "id": "gTVOm", "age": 23, "state": "dcege", 

"time": "2004-1-12", "version": "v2"} 

{"srno": 5, "id": "Odmmm", "age": 26, "state": "bfWOb", 

"time": "2066-6-18T1:8:00", "version": "v1"} 

{"srno": 10, "id": "mdnag", "age": 24, "state": "bnTeT", 

"time": "2028-7-10T1:57:00", "version": "v1"} 

{"srno": 16, "id": "Tafdc", "age": 20, "state": "TaeTf", 

"time": "2056-6-2T11:14:00", "version": "v1"} 

{"srno": 13, "id": "gTadm", "age": 23, "state": "UefTW", 

"time": "2062-2-19T17:21:00", "version": "v1"} 

{"srno": 11, "id": "TTWgO", "age": 20, "state": "aebab", 

"time": "2034-9-22T21:8:00", "version": "v1"} 

{"srno": 1, "id": "UnegV", "age": 31, "state": "aOfmV", 

"time": "2071-6-23T6:44:00", "version": "v1"} 

{"srno": 19, "id": "WTUbT", "age": 23, "state": "addWe", 

"time": "2057-5-22", "version": "v2"} 

{"srno": 8, "id": "UVmWn", "age": 23, "state": "cgVgn", 

"time": "2076-7-9T21:5:00", "version": "v1"} 

{"srno": 2, "id": "gOdeT", "age": 25, "state": "dmdOc", 

"time": "2002-10-19T1:42:00", "version": "v1"} 

{"srno": 4, "id": "Wdgad", "age": 25, "state": "mVnca", 

"time": "2063-1-24T7:8:00", "version": "v1"} 

{"srno": 18, "id": "fOWbf", "age": 32, "state": "enUac", 

"time": "2093-9-25", "version": "v2"} 

{"srno": 15, "id": "efnne", "age": 21, "state": "aTdVU", 

"time": "2042-3-9T20:27:00", "version": "v1"} 

{"srno": 22, "id": "nTgdc", "age": 20, "state": "WaWdV", 

"time": "2056-3-3", "version": "v2"} 

{"srno": 27, "id": "cbneU", "age": 22, "state": "bnmTn", 

"time": "2034-5-4T18:47:00", "version": "v1"} 

{"srno": 20, "id": "bmdce", "age": 28, "state": "cOdnU", 

"time": "2082-1-19", "version": "v2"} 

 
 
Without Avro1 
DEPENDENCIES (POM.XML) 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

<project xmlns="http://maven.apache.org/POM/4.0.0" 

xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" 

xsi:schemaLocation="http://maven.apache.org/POM/4.0.0 

http://maven.apache.org/xsd/maven-4.0.0.xsd"> 

<modelVersion>4.0.0</modelVersion> 

 

<groupId>com.example.json</groupId> 

<artifactId>Json-client</artifactId> 

<version>1.0-SNAPSHOT</version> 

<packaging>jar</packaging> 

 

<description>A simple project to start with VRaptor 

4</description> 
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<properties> 

<project.build.sourceEncoding>UTF-

8</project.build.sourceEncoding> 

</properties> 

 

<dependencies> 

<dependency> 

<groupId>br.com.caelum</groupId> 

<artifactId>vraptor</artifactId> 

<version>4.0.0-RC1</version> 

</dependency> 

 

<dependency> 

<groupId>org.jboss.weld.servlet</groupId> 

<artifactId>weld-servlet</artifactId> 

<version>2.1.2.Final</version> 

</dependency> 

 

<dependency> 

<groupId>javax.el</groupId> 

<artifactId>el-api</artifactId> 

<version>2.2</version> 

<scope>provided</scope> 

</dependency> 

 

<dependency> 

<groupId>javax.servlet</groupId> 

<artifactId>jstl</artifactId> 

<version>1.2</version> 

</dependency> 

<dependency> 

<groupId>junit</groupId> 

<artifactId>junit</artifactId> 

<version>3.8.1</version> 

<scope>test</scope> 

</dependency> 

<dependency> 

<groupId>com.datastax.cassandra</groupId> 

<artifactId>cassandra-driver-core</artifactId> 

<version>3.0.0</version> 

</dependency> 

<dependency> 

<groupId>org.slf4j</groupId> 

<artifactId>slf4j-api</artifactId> 

<version>1.7.20</version> 

</dependency> 

<dependency> 

<groupId>io.dropwizard.metrics</groupId> 

<artifactId>metrics-core</artifactId> 

<version>3.1.2</version> 

</dependency> 

<dependency> 

<groupId>com.google.guava</groupId> 

<artifactId>guava</artifactId> 

<version>19.0</version> 
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</dependency> 

<dependency> 

<groupId>io.netty</groupId> 

<artifactId>netty-all</artifactId> 

<version>4.0.35.Final</version> 

</dependency> 

<dependency> 

<groupId>org.json</groupId> 

<artifactId>json</artifactId> 

<version>20160212</version> 

</dependency> 

<dependency> 

<groupId>com.googlecode.json-simple</groupId> 

<artifactId>json-simple</artifactId> 

<version>1.1.1</version> 

</dependency> 

 

</dependencies> 

 

<build> 

<outputDirectory>${basedir}/src/main/webapp/WEB-

INF/classes</outputDirectory> 

<plugins> 

<plugin> 

<groupId>org.apache.maven.plugins</groupId> 

<artifactId>maven-compiler-plugin</artifactId> 

<version>3.1</version> 

<configuration> 

<source>1.7</source> 

<target>1.7</target> 

</configuration> 

</plugin> 

 

<plugin> 

<artifactId>maven-eclipse-plugin</artifactId> 

<version>2.8</version> 

<configuration> 

<downloadSources>true</downloadSources> 

<downloadJavadocs>true</downloadJavadocs> 

<wtpversion>2.0</wtpversion> 

</configuration> 

</plugin> 

 

<plugin> 

<groupId>org.apache.maven.plugins</groupId> 

<artifactId>maven-war-plugin</artifactId> 

<version>2.4</version> 

</plugin> 

 

<plugin> 

<groupId>org.eclipse.jetty</groupId> 

<artifactId>jetty-maven-plugin</artifactId> 

<version>9.1.1.v20140108</version> 

<configuration> 

<webApp> 

<contextPath>/${project.build.finalName}</contextPath> 
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<jettyEnvXml>${basedir}/src/main/webapp/WEB-INF/jetty-

env.xml</jettyEnvXml> 

</webApp> 

</configuration> 

</plugin> 

</plugins> 

</build> 

</project> 

 

PROGRAM 

 
package com.example.json; 

 

import org.json.simple.JSONObject; 

import com.datastax.driver.core.*; 

import java.util.*; 

import com.datastax.driver.core.ResultSet; 

 

public class JsonEncodeDemo{ 

 

private Cluster cluster; 

 

public void connect(String node) { 

String str1 = "user123"; 

String str2 = "TX"; 

char[] 

a={'a','b','c','d','e','f','g','m','n','O','T','U','V','W','X'

,'Y','Z'}; 

int index=0,aged=0,age=0,sr=0,mo=0,d=0,y=0,h=0,m=0; 

String id=null; 

char[] c = new char[10]; 

String dat=""; 

String tim=""; 

String timdat= "2011-02-03T04:05:00"; 

String version=""; 

cluster = Cluster.builder().addContactPoint(node).build(); 

Session session = cluster.connect(); 

session.execute("USE k1"); 

for(int i=0;i<10;i++) 

{ 

for(int j=0;j<10;j++) 

{ 

index = (int)(Math.random()*14); 

c[j]=a[index]; 

if(age<20) 

age+=index; 

} 

mo= (int)(Math.random()*10)+1; 

d=(int)(Math.random()*25)+1; 

y=(int)(Math.random()*100)+2000; 

 

h=(int)(Math.random()*24); 

m=(int)(Math.random()*60); 

timdat=""+y+"-"+mo+"-"+d+"T"+h+":"+m+":00"; 

str1= ""+c[0]+c[1]+c[3]+c[4]+c[2]; 
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str2= ""+c[5]+c[6]+c[7]+c[8]+c[9]; 

if(i==0){ 

String q="SELECT * FROM users"; 

ResultSet rs=session.execute(q); 

System.out.println(rs); 

for (Row row : rs) { 

if(sr<row.getInt("srno")) 

sr=row.getInt("srno");}} 

session.execute("CREATE KEYSPACE k1 WITH replication = 

{'class':'SimpleStrategy', 'replication_factor':1};"); 

session.execute("USE k1"); 

session.execute("CREATE TABLE users ( srno int PRIMARY KEY,id 

text, age int, state text,Time text,version text);"); 

sr=sr+1; 

session.execute("INSERT INTO users JSON '{\"srno\":\""+sr+"\", 

\"id\": \""+str1+"\", \"age\": "+age+", \"state\": 

\""+str2+"\",\"Time\":\""+timdat+"\",\"version\":\"v1\"}';"); 

age=0; 

 

} 

String q="SELECT * FROM users"; 

ResultSet rs=session.execute(q); 

System.out.println("------------------------------------------

--VERSION 1-------------------------------------------"); 

for (Row row : rs) { 

id=row.getString("id"); 

aged=row.getInt("age"); 

str2=row.getString("state"); 

timdat=row.getString("Time"); 

version=row.getString("version"); 

System.out.print("name::"+id+"; "); 

System.out.print("age::"+aged+"; "); 

System.out.println("state::"+str2+";"); 

if(version.equalsIgnoreCase("v1")) 

for (int k=0;k<timdat.length();k++) 

{ 

char ch= timdat.charAt(k); 

if(ch=='T') 

{ 

tim=timdat.substring(k+1,timdat.length()-1); 

break; 

} 

else 

{ 

dat=dat+""+ch; 

} 

} 

else 

dat=timdat; 

System.out.print("Date::"+dat+"; "); 

if(version.equalsIgnoreCase("v1")) 

{System.out.print("Time::"+tim+";"); 

dat="";} 

System.out.println(""); 

 

} 
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} 

 

public void close() { 

cluster.close(); 

} 

 

public static void main(String[] args) { 

JsonEncodeDemo client = new JsonEncodeDemo(); 

client.connect("172.17.0.3"); 

client.close(); 

} 

} 

 

OUTPUT 
OUTPUT 

java -cp target/Json-client-1.0-SNAPSHOT.jar:../json-simple-

1.1.1.jar:../cassandra-driver-core-3.0.0.jar:../netty-all-

4.0.35.Final.jar:../metrics-core-3.1.2.jar:../guava-

19.0.jar:../slf4j-api-1.7.20.jar:../jackson-mapper-asl-

1.9.13.jar:../jackson-core-asl-1.9.13.jar 

com.example.json.JsonEncodeDemo 

--------------------------------------------VERSION 1---------

---------------------------------- 

name::gTVOm; age::23; state::dcege; 

Date::2004-1-12; 

name::geVmm; age::29; state::egeff; 

Date::2004-1-122065-3-1; Time::4:26:0; 

name::WmdaT; age::20; state::mcnfO; 

Date::2037-6-13; Time::13:48:0; 

name::bcebc; age::27; state::bnnUe; 

Date::2096-10-25; Time::15:0:0; 

name::anfcc; age::27; state::TaTVg; 

Date::2094-9-9; Time::11:13:0; 

name::Tafdc; age::20; state::TaeTf; 

Date::2056-6-2; Time::11:14:0; 

name::eOdOm; age::20; state::WfnWg; 

Date::2072-2-7; Time::23:6:0; 

name::aUcWc; age::28; state::fbfnU; 

Date::2021-4-16; Time::8:14:0; 

name::cmemW; age::22; state::Tnbbm; 

Date::2028-9-13; Time::4:23:0; 

name::UnegV; age::31; state::aOfmV; 

Date::2071-6-23; Time::6:44:0; 

name::WTUbT; age::23; state::addWe; 

Date::2057-5-22; 

 
Non Avro2 
package com.example.json; 

 

import org.json.simple.JSONObject; 

import com.datastax.driver.core.*; 

import java.util.*; 

import com.datastax.driver.core.ResultSet; 

 

public class JsonEncodeDemo{ 
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private Cluster cluster; 

 

public void connect(String node) { 

String str1 = "user123"; 

String str2 = "TX"; 

char[] 

a={'a','b','c','d','e','f','g','m','n','O','T','U','V','W','X'

,'Y','Z'}; 

int index=0,aged=0,age=0,sr=0,mo=0,d=0,y=0; 

String id=null; 

char[] c = new char[10]; 

String dat=""; 

String tim=""; 

String version=""; 

String timdat= "2011-02-03T04:05:00"; 

cluster = Cluster.builder().addContactPoint(node).build(); 

Session session = cluster.connect(); 

session.execute("USE k1"); 

for(int i=0;i<10;i++) 

{ 

for(int j=0;j<10;j++) 

{ 

index = (int)(Math.random()*14); 

c[j]=a[index]; 

if(age<20) 

age+=index; 

} 

mo= (int)(Math.random()*10)+1; 

d=(int)(Math.random()*25)+1; 

y=(int)(Math.random()*100)+2000; 

 

 

timdat=""+y+"-"+mo+"-"+d; 

str1= ""+c[0]+c[1]+c[3]+c[4]+c[2]; 

str2= ""+c[5]+c[6]+c[7]+c[8]+c[9]; 

if(i==0){ 

String q="SELECT * FROM users"; 

ResultSet rs=session.execute(q); 

System.out.println(rs); 

for (Row row : rs) { 

if(sr<row.getInt("srno")) 

sr=row.getInt("srno");}} 

session.execute("CREATE KEYSPACE k1 WITH replication = 

{'class':'SimpleStrategy', 'replication_factor':1};"); 

session.execute("USE k1"); 

session.execute("CREATE TABLE users ( srno int PRIMARY KEY,id 

text, age int, state text,Time text,version text);"); 

sr=sr+1; 

session.execute("INSERT INTO users JSON '{\"srno\":\""+sr+"\", 

\"id\": \""+str1+"\", \"age\": "+age+", \"state\": 

\""+str2+"\",\"Time\":\""+timdat+"\",\"version\":\"v2\"}';"); 

age=0; 

} 

 

String q="SELECT * FROM users"; 
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ResultSet rs=session.execute(q); 

System.out.println("------------------------------------------

VERSION 2----------------------------------------"); 

for (Row row : rs) { 

id=row.getString("id"); 

aged=row.getInt("age"); 

str2=row.getString("state"); 

timdat=row.getString("Time"); 

version=row.getString("version"); 

System.out.print("name::"+id+"; "); 

System.out.print("age::"+aged+"; "); 

System.out.println("state::"+str2+";"); 

if(version.equalsIgnoreCase("v1")) 

for (int k=0;k<timdat.length();k++) 

{ 

char ch= timdat.charAt(k); 

if(ch=='T') 

{ 

tim=timdat.substring(k+1,timdat.length()-1); 

break; 

} 

else 

{ 

dat=dat+""+ch; 

} 

} 

else 

dat=timdat; 

System.out.print("Date::"+dat+"; "); 

if(version.equalsIgnoreCase("v1")) 

{System.out.print("Time::"+tim+";"); 

dat="";} 

System.out.println(""); 

} 

} 

public void close() { 

cluster.close(); 

} 

 

public static void main(String[] args) { 

JsonEncodeDemo client = new JsonEncodeDemo(); 

client.connect("172.17.0.3"); 

client.close(); 

} 

} 

 

 

 

OUTPUT 

java -cp target/Json-client-1.0-SNAPSHOT.jar:../json-simple-

1.1.1.jar:../cassandra-driver-core-3.0.0.jar:../netty-all-

4.0.35.Final.jar:../metrics-core-3.1.2.jar:../guava-

19.0.jar:../slf4j-api-1.7.20.jar:../jackson-mapper-asl-

1.9.13.jar:../jackson-core-asl-1.9.13.jar 

com.example.json.JsonEncodeDemo 
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------------------------------------------VERSION 2-----------

----------------------------- 

name::gTVOm; age::23; state::dcege; 

Date::2004-1-12; 

name::Odmmm; age::26; state::bfWOb; 

Date::2004-1-122066-6-18; Time::1:8:0; 

name::mdnag; age::24; state::bnTeT; 

Date::2028-7-10; Time::1:57:0; 

name::Tafdc; age::20; state::TaeTf; 

Date::2056-6-2; Time::11:14:0; 

name::gTadm; age::23; state::UefTW; 

Date::2062-2-19; Time::17:21:0; 

name::TTWgO; age::20; state::aebab; 

Date::2034-9-22; Time::21:8:0; 

name::UnegV; age::31; state::aOfmV; 

Date::2071-6-23; Time::6:44:0; 

name::WTUbT; age::23; state::addWe; 

Date::2057-5-22; 

name::UVmWn; age::23; state::cgVgn; 

Date::2057-5-222076-7-9; Time::21:5:0; 

name::gOdeT; age::25; state::dmdOc; 

Date::2002-10-19; Time::1:42:0; 

name::Wdgad; age::25; state::mVnca; 

Date::2063-1-24; Time::7:8:0; 

name::fOWbf; age::32; state::enUac; 

Date::2093-9-25; 

name::efnne; age::21; state::aTdVU; 

Date::2093-9-252042-3-9; Time::20:27:0; 

name::nTgdc; age::20; state::WaWdV; 

Date::2056-3-3; 

name::bmdce; age::28; state::cOdnU; 

Date::2082-1-19; 

name::ccfdc; age::22; state::nVdOf; 

Date::2082-1-192097-4-13; Time::8:30:0; 

name::dOnne; age::24; state::dWUWf; 

Date::2033-3-2; Time::19:26:0; 

name::bTdgO; age::20; state::dfVnT; 

Date::2076-6-2; Time::3:37:0; 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


